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Bamboo Bath Stool
Instructions

Thank you for purchasing the BIOS Living Bamboo Bath Stool. Please read and understand 
these instructions before assembling or using the Bamboo Bath Stool. If the bath stool is not 
properly assembled and adjusted, personal injury and damage to the product could result. 

DO NOT use substitute parts as non bath stool replacement parts could cause personal injury  
and damage to the bath stool. 

Contents in Box:

ASSemBly INSTruCTIONS

Seat & Frame:
1. Locate leg frame (A), leg frame (B), seat (C) and one of the screw knobs (E)
2. Place seat facing down on a flat dry surface.
3. Place leg frames in “X” pattern over the underside of the seat by matching up the A & B on  
    the leg frame with the A & B on the underside of the seat as shown in fig.1. Leg frame (B)   
    must be under leg frame (A) (fig. 1).
4. Fasten legs to seat by inserting a screw knob through the center hole of the leg frames      
    and seat. Turn the screw knob clockwise until tight.

Installing leg extensions:
1. Locate the four leg extensions (D)
2. Attach leg extensions by pushing in the height adjustment button, inserting leg extension into  
    the leg frame and moving it to the desired height position until it “clicks” into place (fig. 2).
3. Ensure that all leg height adjustment buttons protrude fully through the adjustment holes,  
    making sure the legs all lock at the same height (fig. 2).
NOTe: There are numbers next to the adjustment holes to indicate the height. Please be sure all  
            four adjustment buttons are locked at the same number.
4. Locate 4 screw knobs (E)
5. Align leg frames with the four seat holes on each corner of the seat (fig. 3).
6. Fasten legs to the seat by inserting the screw knobs (E) through the leg frame holes and  
    corner seat holes. Turn the screw knobs clockwise until tight (fig. 3).

WArNING:
Ensure all components are securely installed and all hardware is tight before using. If the bath 
stool is not properly assembled and installed, personal injury and/or damage to the product  
could result.   
NOTe: Do not over-tighten the screw knobs.

mAINTeNANCe AND CleANING:
1. Inspect the Bamboo Bath Stool weekly and tighten the knobs as needed to ensure 
    proper installation. 
2. To clean the Bamboo Bath Stool, wash it with warm soapy water or a mild detergent, then  
    rinse. Ensure the bath stool is rinsed well before use. 

ONe yeAr WArrANTy:
If this product proves to be defective in material or workmanship within one year of purchase, 
please return it to the address below. It will be repaired or replaced without charge upon receipt 
of the unit prepaid with $10.00 to cover handling, packaging and return postage.
Please include proof of purchase, your full name, address and daytime phone number or  
email address.

ITem QuANTITy DeSCrIpTION

A 1 Leg Frame (Marked A as indicated by the arrow)

B 1 Leg Frame (Marked B as indicated by the arrow)

C 1 Seat

D 4 Adjustable Leg Extensions

e 5 Screw Knobs
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maximum Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg
Seat Width: 19.29” / 49 cm

Seat Depth: 13.97” / 35.5 cm 
Seat range: 13.38” to 20” /

 34 cm  to 50.8 cm 
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